Partnership for
Education and research about
Responsible
Living

PERL is a partnership of educators, researchers and practitioners
from over 100 institutions in more than 40 countries.

Based on six years of work by the Consumer Citizenship Network (CCN), PERL develops methods
and materials to encourage people to contribute to constructive change through the way they
choose to live.
PERL is contributing to the Marrakech Process on Sustainable Consumption and Production, as
well as to the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2014), with the active
participation of UNEP, UNESCO, the Italian Task Force on Education for Sustainable Consumption
and the Swedish Ministry of the Environment.
PERL is based both in Europe as an Erasmus Academic Network and established in Asia/Pacific,
Africa and Latin America.
PERL is coordinated from the Hedmark University College in Norway. The Norwegian Ministry of
Children, Equality and Social Inclusion also supports PERL.

This project has been funded with the support of the European Commission.
This material reflects the views only of the project, and the sponsors cannot be held
responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

www.gshamar.no
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Education for responsible living

Enabling sustainable lifestyles

Empowering
Transformation
The power to stimulate change lies in the hands of conscious consumers and active citizens through
the choices they make every day. Together with governments and businesses, individuals can
influence local as well as global issues such as climate change, financial instability, poverty and
personal health. Yet many are disillusioned and do not know where to begin or how to proceed.
The challenges we face are complex. They are systemic and personal, immediate and long-term.
PERL focuses on research and education for behavior and policy change towards more responsible,
sustainable living. PERL contributes to the process of assisting people to move…

Reflection and implementation

Supporting projects around the globe that provide data
for research and opportunities for teaching and learning

from confusion to insight

Communicaton and multimedia

Education for Sustainable Development

“Images and Objects”
Active Methodology Toolkit

By recognising the values upon which we choose to build our lives and
communities, individuals take the first step towards understanding
what is ethically acceptable and socially desirable. But this awareness
needs to go hand-in-hand with acquiring broader, scientifically sound
knowledge—knowledge about the processes and systems that affect
our consumption patterns and knowledge about the consequences of
our lifestyle choices.
Preparing and disseminating
PERL methods and materials

from fear to hope
By developing the ability to think critically, to deal with conflicting information
and to be inspired by others, individuals can identify opportunities leading
to sustainable lifestyles.

Creating materials and methodologies
for consumer citizenship and
education for sustainable consumption

International dialogue and consultation

from ‘me’ to ‘us’
Developing research, policy
analysis and recommendations

Social innovation

By understanding that through our daily consumption our lives are
connected to the conditions and opportunities of others around the world,
we can think globally and act locally to contribute to a healthy environment
and a more just distribution of resources.

from words to actions
By realising that creativity coupled with solidarity can provide unforseen
solutions to present dilemmas, we can, through active social engagement
and stakeholder involvement, turn abstract principles into concrete reality.
Giving visibility to creative
communities that collaboratively invent new ways of living

PERL – Partnership for Education and Research about Responsible Living

from few to many

Carrying out research, discussion and debate

By involving our diverse social networks—our families, friends,
colleagues and neighbours—in our daily actions, we can motivate
others to join the process of creating a just and sustainable future.
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